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ABSTRACT
The transformation of telecommunications networks from homo-
geneous closed systems providing only voice services to Internet-
connected open networks that provide voice and data services presents
significant security challenges. For example, recent research illus-
trated that a carefully crafted DoS attack via text messaging could
incapacitate all voice communications in a metropolitan area with
little more than a cable modem. This attack highlights a growing
threat to these systems; namely, cellular networks are increasingly
exposed to adversaries both in and outside the network. In this pa-
per, we use a combination of modeling and simulation to demon-
strate the feasibility of targeted text messaging attacks. Under re-
alistic network conditions, we show that adversaries can achieve
blocking rates of more than 70% with only limited resources. We
then develop and characterize five techniques from within two broad
classes of countermeasures - queue management and resource pro-
visioning. Our analysis demonstrates that these techniques can
eliminate or extensively mitigate even the most intense targeted
text messaging attacks. We conclude by considering the tradeoffs
inherent to the application of these techniques in current and next
generation telecommunications networks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computers-Communication Networks]: General—Secu-
rity and protection

General Terms
Security
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telecommunications, sms, denial-of-service, open-functionality

1. INTRODUCTION
In addition to traditional voice communications, cellular sys-

tems offer a wide variety of data and text/short messaging services
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(SMS). Cellular providers have introduced SMS gateways between
the phone networks and the Internet to increase the reach (and vol-
ume) of text messaging. These gateways are partially responsible
for the soaring usage of text messaging. Some five billion text mes-
sages are sent each month in the United States alone [21]. Indeed,
for significant numbers of users, text messaging has become the
primary means of communication [2].

Such interconnectivity is not without serious security risks. The
cellular infrastructure was designed to operate as a homogeneous
and highly controlled system. Interconnectivity with the Internet
invalidates many of the assumptions upon which the phone net-
works were designed. These failing assumptions lead to critical
vulnerabilities. Enck et al. [12] showed that, under a simple model,
small but carefully crafted volumes of text messages could be used
to incapacitate all cellular communications in large metropolitan
areas. Particularly in times of crisis, the cost of the maliciously-
driven loss of cellular communications could be immeasurable.

In this paper, we consider both the reality and mitigation of pre-
viously postulated attacks on text messaging. Using analytical mod-
eling and highly detailed simulation of the GSM air interface, we
show that the simple model described in the original study under-
estimated the traffic volumes necessary to to effect a high-impact
attack by approximately a factor of three. However, while the spe-
cific estimates made by Enck et al. were not perfect, we found their
qualitative arguments of feasibility to hold under a range of realistic
traffic models. In short, our findings demonstrate that cellular net-
works are in fact quite vulnerable to SMS-based attacks mounted
by adversaries with even limited resources. Specifically, an attack
capable of preventing the large majority of voice communications
in a metropolitan area is indeed possible with the bandwidth avail-
able to a single cable modem.

In the presence of this reality, we have developed five techniques
from within two broad classes of countermeasures, queue manage-
ment and resource provisioning, to combat these attacks. Our goal
is to insulate voice call requests and the delivery of high priority
text messages from the attack. We apply well-known queuing tech-
niques including variants of Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ), and
Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED), which are well tested
for addressing traffic overload in the Internet. These schemes at-
tempt to provide differentiated service to voice and data, and hence
alleviate resource contention.

The second class of solutions reapportion the wireless medium
using the novel Strict Resource Provisioning (SRP), Dynamic Re-
source Provisioning (DRP) and Direct Channel Allocation (DCA)
algorithms. Our modeling and simulation analyses of the coun-
termeasures demonstrates their utility: the effect of the solutions



ranged from partial attack mitigation for both flows to total elimi-
nation of attack-related voice blocking and the successful delivery
of high priority text messages. A further exploration of the de-
ployment of these solutions highlights a number of security, per-
formance, and complexity tradeoffs. We discuss these tradeoffs
throughout and make a number of recommendations to the com-
munity.

In this work, we make the following contributions:

• Network/Attack Characterization: We create a realistic
characterization of system behavior under targeted SMS at-
tacks. Such characterizations dually ascertain their realism
and develop a profile of the effect of an attack under varying
traffic intensity and arrival models.

• Current Countermeasure Analysis: We briefly consider
popularly advertised solutions to targeted text messaging at-
tacks. Principally, we find that the currently deployed “edge
solutions” are largely ineffective against all but the most naı̈ve
attack.

• Countermeasure Development and Evaluation: We de-
velop and characterize a number of countermeasures adapted
from well-established queuing techniques and novel channel
allocation strategies. Our analysis demonstrates that these
attacks can be effectively mitigated by altering the traffic
handling disciplines at the air interface. Hence, countering
these attacks need not require a substantive change to inter-
nal structure or operation of cellular networks, but can be
handled entirely by software changes at the base station.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses related work; Section 3 provides an overview of cellular
signaling networks and characterizes targeted SMS attacks; Sec-
tion 4 offers a number of mitigation strategies and models their
ability to mitigate these attacks; Section 5 details the attack and
mitigation simulations; and Section 6 offers concluding remarks
and future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Physical disconnection from external networks has long been

one of the most effective means of providing security for telecom-
munication systems. Accordingly, security in these networks has
traditionally centered around the prevention of fraudulent access
and billing. The changing needs of users, however, have forced the
gradual erosion of well defined network borders. Whether due to
new access patterns or the advent of new services (e.g. data net-
working via the Internet), systems that once relied upon isolation
as a major portion of their defenses are no longer able to do so. Be-
cause fundamental assumptions about the underlying architecture
of the critical communications infrastructure have changed, secu-
rity measures addressing new classes of threats resulting from the
interconnection of networks are essential. Similar observations and
concerns have been expressed in the National Strategy to Secure
Cyberspace [1].

Telecommunications networks are not the only systems to suffer
from vulnerabilities related to expanded connectivity. Systems in-
cluding Bank of America’s ATMs and 911 emergency services for
Bellevue, Washington were both made inaccessible by the Slam-
mer worm [24]. Although neither system was the target of this
attack, simply being connected to the Internet made them experi-
ence significant collateral damage. Systems less directly connected
to the Internet have also been subject to attack. Byers, et al. [8]
demonstrated one such attack using simple automated scripts and

webforms. Immense volumes of junk postal mail could then be
used to launch Denial of Service (DoS) attacks on individuals.

The typical targets of DoS attacks, however, are more traditional
online resources. In 2000, for example, users were unable to reach
Amazon, eBay and Yahoo! as their servers were bombarded with
over a gigabit per second of traffic [31]. Since that time, sites
ranging from software vendors [14] and news services [33] to on-
line casinos [6] have all fallen victim to such attacks. While sig-
nificant research has been dedicated to categorizing [23], mitigat-
ing [34, 16] and eliminating [37] these attacks, no solutions have
seen widespread implementation. Because of the various transfor-
mations of data transiting between the Internet and telecommuni-
cations networks, the direct application of the above techniques
would be ineffective.

Whether accidental or the result of malicious behavior, denial of
service incidents have been studied and documented in telecommu-
nications networks. The National Communications System pub-
lished a study on the effects of text messages during emergency
situations. Given realistic scenarios for usage, this technical bul-
letin argued that SMS resources needed to be increased 100-fold in
order to operate under such conditions [27]. Operators have also re-
ported problems with connectivity during holidays due to increased
volumes of SMS traffic [22]. Enck, et al. [12] demonstrated that an
adversary would be able to cause the same congestion in targeted
metropolitan areas by injecting a relatively small amount of traffic.
While a number of solutions were proposed in that work, none have
yet been measured and compared.

3. SYSTEM/ATTACKCHARACTERIZATION

3.1 Message Delivery Overview
In the following subsection, we provide a high-level, simplified

tutorial on text message delivery in cellular networks.

3.1.1 Message Insertion
Messages may be submitted into the system from cell phones op-

erating within the system, via web portals managed by the service
providers, or from external sources such as email, etc. We focus on
delivery from external sources, but the message flow for all types
of messages is similar.

An Internet-originated SMS message can be generated by any
one of a number of External Short Messaging Entities (ESMEs).
ESMEs include devices and interfaces ranging from email and web-
based messaging portals to service provider websites and voice
mail services and can be attached to telecommunications networks
either by dedicated connection or the Internet. When a message
is injected into the network, it is delivered to the Short Messaging
Service Center (SMSC). These servers are responsible for the ex-
ecution of a “store-and-forward” protocol that eventually delivers
text messages to their intended destination.

The contents and destination information from the message are
examined by the SMSC and are then copied into a properly for-
matted packet. At this point, messages originating in the Internet
and those created in the network itself become indistinguishable.
Formatted text messages are then placed in an egress queue in the
SMSC and await service.

3.1.2 Message Routing
Before an SMSC can forward a text message to a targeted mo-

bile device, it must first determine the location of that device. To
accomplish this, the SMSC queries a database known as the Home
Location Register (HLR). The HLR is responsible for storing sub-
scriber data including availability, billing information, available
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Figure 1: A high level description of SMS delivery in an SS7
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Figure 2: An overview of SMSmessage delivery on the wireless
or air interface. Incoming voice calls would follow a similar
procedure except that they would receive a TCH after using
the SDCCH.
services and current location. With the help of other elements in
the network, the HLR determines the routing information for the
targeted device. If the desired phone is not available, the SMSC
stores the message until a later time for subsequent retransmission.
Otherwise, the SMSC receives the address of the Mobile Switching
Center (MSC) currently providing service to the target device. The
MSC delivers the text message over the wireless interface through
its attached Base Stations (BS). Figure 1 illustrates the path de-
scribed above.

3.1.3 Wireless Delivery
An area of coverage in a wireless network is called a cell. Each

cell is typically partitioned into multiple (usually three) sectors. We
characterize the system on a per sector basis throughout the paper.

The air interface, or radio portion of the network, is traditionally
divided into two classes of logical channels - the Control Channels
(CCHs) and Traffic Channels (TCH). TCHs carry voice traffic after
call setup has occurred. CCHs, which transport information about
the network and assist in call setup/SMS delivery, are subclassified
further. In order to alert a targeted device that a call or text message
is available, a message is broadcast on the Paging Channel (PCH).
Note that multiple base stations broadcast this page in an attempt to
quickly determine the sector in which the targeted recipient is lo-
cated. Upon hearing its temporary identifier on the PCH, available
devices inform the network of their readiness to accept incoming
communications using the slotted ALOHA-based Random Access
Channel (RACH) uplink. A device is then assigned a Standalone
Dedicated Control Channel (SDCCH) by listening to the Access
Grant Channel (AGCH). If a text message is available, the base sta-
tion authenticates the device, enables encryption, and then delivers
the contents of the message over the assigned SDCCH. If instead a
call is incoming for the device, the SDCCH is used to authenticate
the device and negotiate a TCH for voice communications.

Figure 2 offers an overview of the wireless portion of message
delivery.

3.2 System Vulnerability
All large scale attacks, whether targeting the digital or physical

domain, evolve in the following phases: recognition (identification

Table 1: Commonly Used Variables
!call Arrival rate of voice calls
!SMS Arrival rate of text messages

µSDCCH,call Service rate of voice calls at SDCCH
µTCH,call Service rate of voice calls at TCH

µSDCCH,SMS Service rate of text messages at SDCCH
"call Call traffic intensity
"SMS SMS traffic intensity

Table 2: System and Attack Parameters
µ!1

TCH 120 sec [28]
µ!1

SDCCH,call 1.5 sec [28]
µ!1

SDCCH,SMS 4 sec [27]
!call 50,000 calls/city/hr

.2525 calls/sector/sec
!SMS,attack 495 msgs/city/sec

9 msgs/sector/sec
!SMS,regular 138.6K/city/hr

0.7 msgs/sector/sec

of a vulnerability), reconnaissance (characterization of the condi-
tions necessary to attack the vulnerability), exploit (attacking the
vulnerability) and recovery (cleanup and forensics). We approach
targeted SMS attacks in the same fashion. Enck, et al. [12] provide
a methodology for executing such an attack; we summarize it here.

The vulnerability in GSM cellular networks that allows for tar-
geted text message attacks to occur is the result of bandwidth allo-
cation on the air interface. Under normal operating conditions, the
small ratio of bandwidth allocated to control versus traffic data is
sufficient to deliver all messages with a low probability of blocking.
However, because text messages use the same control channels as
voice calls for delivery (SDCCHs), contention for resources occurs
when SMS traffic is elevated. Given a sufficient number of SMS
messages, each of which require on average four seconds for deliv-
ery [27], arriving voice calls will be blocked for lack of available
resources.

Sending text messages to every possible phone number is not an
effective means of attacking a network. The haphazard submission
of messages is in fact more likely to overwhelm gateways between
the Internet and telecommunications networks than to disrupt cellu-
lar service. An adversary must efficiently blanket only the targeted
area with messages so as to reduce the probability of less effective
collateral damage. The information to achieve such a goal, how-
ever, is readily available. Using tools including NPA-NXX Area
Code Databases, Internet search engines and even feedback from
service provider websites, an attacker can easily construct a “hit-
list” of potential targets. Armed with this information, an adversary
can then begin exploiting the bandwidth vulnerability.

The exploit itself involves saturating sectors to their SDCCH ca-
pacity for some period of time. In so doing, the majority of attempts
to establish voice calls are blocked. For all of Manhattan, which
would typically be provisioned with 12 SDCCHs per sector, a per-
fectly executed attack would require the injection of only 165 mes-
sages per second, or approximately 3 messages/sector/second. Be-
cause downtime in telecommunications networks has historically
proven expensive [10], we more fully characterize these attacks
such that effective solutions can be developed.

3.3 Attack Characterization
In order to judge the efficacy of any countermeasure against tar-
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Figure 3: The blocking probability for traffic exhibiting deter-
ministically uniform, Poisson and bursty arrival patterns over
varying attack strengths.

geted SMS attacks, it is necessary to fully characterize such an
event. We seek to understand the observed conditions and the sub-
tle interplay of network components given a wide range of inputs.
To achieve these ends, we have developed a detailed GSM simula-
tor. The design considerations and verification of its accuracy are
discussed in the Appendix.

A cellular deployment similar to that found in Manhattan [27]
is used as our baseline scenario. The variables and parameters of
this scenario are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Each of the 55
sectors in the city has 12 SDCCHs1. We assume both call requests
and text messages arrive with a Poisson distribution and that TCH
and SDCCH holding times are exponentially distributed around the
appropriate means unless explicitly stated otherwise. Such values
are well within standard operating conditions [19, 25, 21].

To isolate the impact of blocking caused by SDCCH congestion,
we do not include pre-SDCCH queues; we examine the impact of
such queues in Sections 4 and 5. If a call request of text message
arrives when all SDCCHs are occupied, the request is blocked.

A sector is observed for a total of 60 minutes, in which the mid-
dle 30 minutes are exposed to a targeted SMS attack. The SMS
attack intensity is varied between 4 and 13 times the normal SMS
load, i.e., !SMS = 165 msgs/sec (3 messages/second/sector) to
!SMS = 495 msgs/sec (9 messages/second/sector)2 . All results
are the average of 1000 runs, each using randomly generated traffic
patterns consistent with the above parameters.

We first replicate the attack presented in Enck et al [12]. To
do this, a burst of 12 SMS messages is sent in sequential frames
once every four seconds to each sector. The SDCCH holding time
for each message is made deterministic and set to exactly 4 sec-
onds. This bursty behavior quickly loads all SDCCHs. Whereas
telecommunications networks are traditionally designed to experi-
ence blocking probabilities of less than 1% [29, 30, 5], this attack
is able to prevent more than 90% of all calls from being completed
due to SDCCH blocking.

Because delay variability is likely throughout the network, and
because SDCCH holding times will not be deterministic due to
varying processing times and errors on the wireless links, this per-

1In reality, only the highest capacity sectors would be so over-
provisioned [27], making this a conservative estimate for every sec-
tor in a city.
2Because DoS attacks on the Internet frequently exhibit more than
an entire year’s volume of traffic [31], such an increase is relatively
insignificant.
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fect attack would be difficult to achieve in real networks. Accord-
ingly, we investigate a number of flow arrival characteristics while
considering exponentially distributed SDCCH holding times. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates the effectiveness of attacks when messages arrive
with a Poisson, bursty or deterministically uniform distribution.
Notice that, due to the addition of variability, bursty attacks are the
least successful of the three. This is because it is unlikely that 12
text messages arriving back-to-back will all find unoccupied SDC-
CHs. Thus blocking occurs on the attack messages, and legitimate
traffic that arrives between bursts has a higher probability of finding
an available SDCCH. The most effective attack is when messages
arrive uniformly spaced; however, due to variable network delay,
such an attack would also be difficult to realize.

Our remaining experiments therefore assume a Poisson distribu-
tion for the arrival of text messages. We use an attack intensity
of 495 msgs/sec, which is equal to 9 message/second/sector and
yields a blocking probability of 71%. For this case we show the
SDCCH and TCH utilization in Figure 4. This figure confirms the
effectiveness of the attack: during the attack, the SDCCH utiliza-
tion is near 1.0, and the TCH utilization drops from close to 70%
down to approximately 20%. This shows that although TCHs are
available for voice calls, they cannot be allocated due to SDCCH
congestion. Our experiments confirm that, at this rate, no other bot-
tlenecks in the system exist, including other control channels or the
SS7 signaling links.

4. MITIGATION TECHNIQUES
Voice communications have traditionally received priority in telecom-

munications systems. Because voice has been the dominant means
by which people interact via these networks, providers allow for
the degradation of other services in order to achieve high availabil-
ity for the voice services. There are, however, an increasing set of
scenarios in which the priority of services begins to change.

On September 11th, 2001, service providers experienced signifi-
cant surges in usage. Verizon Wireless reported the number of calls
made increased by more than 100% above average levels. Cingular
Wireless experienced an increase of over 1000% for calls bound for
the greater Washington D.C area [27]. In spite of the increased call
volume, SMS messages were still received in even the most inun-
dated areas because the control channels used for their delivery re-
mained uncongested. In both emergency and day-to-day situations,
the utility of text messaging has increased to the same level as voice
communications for significant portions of the population [2].



For this reason, attractive mitigation solutions must not only pro-
tect voice services from targeted SMS attacks, but also allow SMS
service to continue. In particular, differentiated service for text
message delivery based upon the source of the SMS traffic is de-
sirable. For instance, authenticated messages originated by emer-
gency responders should be given higher priority than messages
submitted by unauthenticated sources.

There are three traditional approaches to combating congestion.
The first is rate limitation of the traffic source - in this case the in-
terfaces on which messages are submitted. The network can also
be protected by shedding traffic or using scheduling mechanisms.
Finally, resources may be reallocated to alleviate the network bot-
tleneck. We examine these solutions below.

4.1 Current Solutions
Cellular providers have introduced a number of mitigation solu-

tions into phone networks to combat the SMS-based DoS attacks.
These solutions focus on rate limiting the source of the messages
and are ineffective against all but the least sophisticated adversary.
To illustrate, the primary countermeasure discovered by the au-
thors of the original study was a per-source volume restriction at
the SMS gateway [12]. Such restrictions would, for example, al-
low only 50 messages from a single IP address. The ability to
spoof IP addresses and the existence of zombie networks render
this solution impotent. Another popular deployed solution filters
SMS traffic based on the textual content. Similar to SPAM filter-
ing, this approach is effective in eliminating undesirable traffic only
if the content is predictable. However, an adversary can bypass this
countermeasure by generating legitimate looking SMS traffic from
randomly generated simple texts, e.g. “I will meet you at Trader
Joe’s at 5:00pm. -Alice”

Note that these and the overwhelming majority of other solutions
deployed in response to the SMS vulnerability can be classified as
edge solutions. Ineffective by construction, such solutions try to
regulate the traffic flowing from the Internet into the provider net-
work at its edge. Provider networks cover huge geographic areas
and consist of hundreds of thousands of network elements. Any
compromised element can be a conduit for malicious traffic. More-
over, if left unregulated, the connections between provider net-
works can also be exploited to inject SMS traffic.

Rate limitation is largely unattractive even within the core net-
work. The distributed nature of Short Messaging Service Centers
(SMSCs), through which all text messages flow, makes it difficult
to coordinate real-time filtering in response to targeted attacks.

Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion, we assume that
an adversary is able to successfully submit a large number of text
messages into a cellular network. The defenses below are dedi-
cated to protecting the resource that is being exploited in the SMS
attack – the bandwidth constrained SDCCHs. Note that the Inter-
net faces a similar conundrum: once dominant perimeter defenses
are failing in the face of dissolving network borders, e.g., as caused
by wireless connectivity and larger and more geographically dis-
tributed networks [18]. As is true in the Internet, we must look to
other methods to protect telecommunications networks.

In the following sections we discuss mitigation techniques based
on queue management and resource provisioning. For each solution
we provide some basic analysis to provide insight; the motivation
for parameter selection is covered in more detail in Section 5.

4.2 Queue Management Techniques

4.2.1 Weighted Fair Queueing
Because we cannot rely on rate limitation at the source of mes-

sages, we now explore network-based solutions. Fair Queueing [26]
is a scheduling algorithm that separates flows into individual queues
and then apportions bandwidth equally between them. Designed to
emulate bit-wise interleaving, Fair Queueing services queues in a
round-robin fashion. Packets are transmitted when their calculated
interleaved finishing time is the shortest. Building priority into such
a system is a simple task of assigning weights to flows. Known as
Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) [9], this technique can be used to
give incoming voice calls priority over SMS.

We provide a simplified analysis to characterize the performance
of WFQ in this scenario. We apply WFQ to the service queues of
the SDDCH. We create two waiting queues, one for voice requests
and one for SMS requests, respectively. The size of the call queue
is 6 and the size of the SMS queue is 12 (discussed in Section 5).
To determine the relative blocking probability and utilization of the
voice and SMS flows, we begin by assuming the conditions set
forth in Tables 1 and 2.

WFQ can be approximated as a general processor sharing sys-
tem (GPS) [35]. The average service rate of such systems is the
weighted average of the service rates of all classes of service re-
quests. In our case we have two types of requests: voice calls with
!call = 0.2525 calls/sector/sec and an average service time
on the SDCCH of µ!1

call = 1.5 seconds, and SMS requests with
!SMS = 9.7 msgs/sector/sec (attack traffic + regular traffic)
and µ!1

SMS = 4 seconds. Therefore, for our system, µ!1 = 3.94
seconds.

Although our system has multiple servers (SDCCHs), and is
thus an M/M/n system, because it is operating at high loads dur-
ing an attack, it may be approximated by an M/M/1 system with
its µ = nµ

!
, where µ

!
is the service rate calculated above. Using

these values, and accounting for the weighting of 2:1 for servicing
call requests, the call traffic intensity !call/µcall = "call = 0.04,
and the expected call queue occupancy is about 1%. Because the
"SMS is much greater than 1, its SMS queue occupancy is approx-
imately 100%. When combined, the total queue occupancy is ap-
proximately 67%.

These numbers indicate that the WFQ-based approach would
sufficiently protect voice calls from targeted SMS attacks. Sec-
tion 5 offers additional insight through simulation.

4.2.2 Weighted Random Early Detection
Active queue management has received a great deal of atten-

tion as a congestion avoidance mechanism in the Internet. Random
Early Detection (RED) [13, 7], one of the better known techniques
from this field, is a particularly effective means of coping with po-
tentially damaging quantities of text messages. While traditionally
used to address TCP congestion, RED helps to prevent queue lock-
out and was therefore investigated. RED drops packets arriving
to a queue with a probability that is a function of the weighted
queue occupancy average, Qavg. Packets arriving to a queue ca-
pacity below a threshold, tmin, are never dropped. Packets arriving
to a queue capacity above some value tmax are always dropped.
Between tmin and tmax, packets are dropped with a linearly in-
creasing probability up to Pdrop,max. This probability, Pdrop, is
calculated as follows3:

Pdrop = Pdrop,max · (Qavg − tmin)/(tmax − tmin) (1)

The advantages to this approach are twofold: first, lockout be-
comes more difficult as packets are purposefully dropped with greater
frequency; secondly, because the capacity of busy queues stays
3Some variants of RED additionally incorporate a count variable.
Equation 1 is the simplest version of RED defined by RFC 2309 [7].



closer to a moving average and not capacity, space typically exists
to accommodate sudden bursts of traffic. However, one of the chief
difficulties with traditional RED is that it eliminates the ability of
a provider to offer quality of service (QoS) guarantees because all
traffic entering a queue is dropped with equal probability. Weighted
Random Early Detection (WRED) solves this problem by basing
the probability a given incoming message is dropped on an attribute
such as its contents, source or destination. Arriving messages not
meeting some priority are therefore subject to increased probabil-
ity of drop. The dropping probability for each class of message is
tuned by setting tpriority,min and tpriority,max for each class.

We consider the use of authentication as a means of creating
messaging priority classes. For example, during a crisis, messages
injected to a network from the Internet by an authenticated mu-
nicipality or from emergency personnel could receive priority over
all other text messages. A number of municipalities already use
such systems for emergency [32] and traffic updates [36]. Mes-
sages from authenticated users within the network itself receive
secondary priority. Unauthenticated messages originating from the
Internet are delivered with the lowest priority. Such a system would
allow the informative messages (i.e. evacuation plans, additional
warnings, etc) to be quickly distributed amongst the population.
The remaining messages would then be delivered at ratios corre-
sponding to their priority level. We assume that packet priority
marking occurs at the SMSCs such that additional computational
burden is not placed on base stations.

Here, we illustrate how WRED can provide differentiated ser-
vice to different classes of SMS traffic using the attack scenario
described in Tables 1 and 2. We maintain separate queues, which
are served in a round robin fashion, for voice requests and SMS
requests. We apply WRED to the SMS queue. In this example we
assume legitimate text messages arrive at a sector with an average
rate of 0.7 msgs/sec with the following distribution: 10% high
priority, 80% medium priority, and 10% low priority. The attack
generates an additional 9 msgs/sec.

To accommodate sudden bursts of high priority SMS traffic, we
choose an SMS queue size of 12. Because we desire low latency
delivery of high priority messages, we target an average queue oc-
cupancy Qavg = 3.

To meet this objective, we must set tlow,min and tlow,max. For
M/M/n systems with a finite queue of size m, the number of mes-
sages in the queue, NQ, is:

NQ = PQ
"

1 − "
(2)

where:

PQ =
p0(m")m

m!(1 − ")
(3)

where:

p0 =

"
m!1X

n=0

(m")n

n!
+

(m")m

m!(1 − ")

#!1

(4)

Setting NQ = 3, we derive a target load "target = 0.855.
"target is the utilization desired at the SDCCHs. Thus, the packet
dropping caused by WRED must reduce the actual utilization, "actual

or !SMS/(µSMS · n), caused by the heavy offered load during an
attack, to "target. Therefore:

"target = "actual(1 − Pdrop) (5)

where Pdrop is the overall dropping probability of WRED. For traf-
fic with average arrival rate of !SMS = 9.7 msgs/sec, "actual =
3.23. Solving for Pdrop,

Pdrop = 1 − "target

"actual
= 0.736 (6)

Pdrop can be calculated from the dropping probabilities of the
individual classes of messages by (!low = 9.07):

Pdrop =
Pdrop,high · !high + Pdrop,med · !med + Pdrop,low · !low

!SMS
(7)

Because we desire to deliver all messages of high and medium
priority, we set Pdrop,high = Pdrop,med = 0. Using Equation 7,
we find Pdrop,low = 0.787. This value is then used in conjunction
with Equation 1 to determine tlow,min and tlow,max.

The desired average queue occupancy, Qavg, is 3. From equa-
tion 1, tlow,min must be an integer less than the average queue
occupancy. This leaves three possible values for tlow,min: 0, 1,
and 2. The best fit is found when tlow,min = 0 and tlow,max = 4,
resulting in 75% dropping of low priority traffic.

Using this method it is possible to set thresholds to meet delivery
targets. Of course, depending on the intensity of an attack, it may
not be possible to meet desired targets according to Equation 7, i.e.,
it may not be possible to limit blocking to only low priority traffic.
While the method outlined here provides just an approximate solu-
tion, given the quantization error in setting tlow,min and tlow,max

(they must be integers), we believe the method is sufficient. We
provide more insight into the performance of WRED in Section 5.

4.3 Resource Provisioning
None of the above methods deal with the system bottleneck di-

rectly; rather, they strive to affect traffic before it reaches the air
interface. An alternative strategy of addressing targeted SMS at-
tacks instead focuses on the reallocation of the available messaging
bandwidth. We therefore investigate a variety of techniques that
modify the way in which the air interface is used.

To analyze these techniques we resort to simple Erlang-B queue-
ing analysis. We present a brief background here. For more details
see Schwartz [35]. In a system with n servers, and an offered load
in Erlangs of A, the probability that an arriving request is blocked
because all servers are occupied is given by:

PB =
An

n!Pl=n!1
l=0

Al
l!

(8)

The load in Erlangs is the same as the utilization, ", in a queueing
system; it is simply the offered load multiplied by the service time
of the resource. The expected occupancy of the servers is given by:

E(n) = "(1 − PB) (9)

4.3.1 Strict Resource Provisioning
Under normal conditions, the resources for service setup and de-

livery are over-provisioned. At a rate of 50, 000 calls/hour in our
baseline scenario, for example, the calculated average utilization
of SDCCHs per sector is approximately 2%. Given this observa-
tion, if a subset of the total SDCCHs can be used only by voice
calls, blocking due to targeted SMS attacks can be significantly
mitigated. Our first air interface provisioning technique, Strict Re-
source Provisoning (SRP), attempts to address this contention by
allowing text messages to occupy only a subset of the total num-
ber of SDCCHs in a sector. Requests for incoming voice calls can
compete for the entire set of SDCCHs, including the subset used
for SMS. In order to determine appropriate parameters for systems
using SRP, we apply Equations 8 and 9.
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Figure 5: The probability that incoming calls and SMS mes-
sages are blocked in a system implementing SRP. We vary the
number of SDCCHs that will accept SMS requests from 1 to
12(all).

To isolate the effectiveness of SRP, we consider a system with
no queue. Figure 5 shows the blocking probabilities for a system
using SRP when we vary the number of SDCCHs that will accept
SMS requests from 1 to 12 (all). Because incoming text messages
only compete with voice calls for a subset of the resources, any
resulting call blocking is strictly a function of the size of the subset
of voice-only SDCCHs. The attacks of intensity 165, 330, and 495
msgs/sec (3, 6, and 9 messages/second/sector) have virtually no
impact on voice calls until the full complement of SDCCHs are
made available to all traffic. In fact, it is not until 10 SDCCHs
are made available to SMS traffic that the blocking probability for
incoming voice calls reaches 1%.

By limiting the number of SDCCHs that will serve SMS re-
quests, the blocking for SMS is increased. When only six SDCCHs
are available to text messages, blocking probabilities for SMS are
as high as 84%. Because significant numbers of people rely upon
text messaging as their primary means of communication, such pa-
rameters should be carefully tuned. We will discuss the impact of
additional factors after examining the results of simulation in Sec-
tion 5.

4.3.2 Dynamic Resource Provisioning
While SRP reprovisions capacity on existing SDCCHs, other

over-provisioned resources in the sector could be manipulated to
alleviate SDCCH congestion. For example, at a rate of 50,000
calls/hour, each sector uses an average of 67% of its TCHs. If
a small number of unused TCHs could be repurposed as SDCCHs,
additional bandwidth could be provided to mitigate such attacks.

Our second air interface technique, Dynamic Resource Provi-
sioning, attempts to mitigate targeted text messaging attacks by
temporarily reclaiming a number of TCHs (up to some limit) for
use as SDCCHs. This approach is highly practical for a number
of reasons. First, increasing the bandwidth (762 bits/second) of in-
dividual SDCCHs is difficult without making significant changes
to the either the radio encoding or the architecture of the air inter-
face itself. Because major changes to the network are extremely
expensive and typically occur over the course of many years, such
fixes are not appropriate in the short term. Secondly, dynamically
reclaiming channels allows the network to adjust itself to current
conditions. During busy hours such as morning and evening com-
mutes, for example, channels temporarily used as SDCCHs can be
returned to the pool of TCHs to accommodate elevated voice traffic
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Figure 6: The probability of an incoming call/message blocking
in a sector for a varying number of SDCCHs

needs. Lastly, because SDCCHs are assigned via the AGCH, allo-
cating incoming requests to seemingly random timeslots requires
almost no changes to handset software.

Figure 6 demonstrates the blocking probability for incoming calls
and text messages in a sector using DRP to add a variable number
of SDCCHs. Again, no queue was used. The ability of an attacker
to block all channels is significantly reduced as the number of SD-
CCHs increases. Attackers are therefore forced to increase the in-
tensity of their attack in order to maintain its potency. For attacks
at a rate of 165 msgs/sec, doubling the number of available SD-
CCHs reduces the calculated blocking caused by an attack by two
orders of magnitude. The blocking probability caused by attacks
at higher rates, in which the number of Erlangs is greater than the
number of SDCCHs, decreases in roughly a linear relationship to
the number of SDCCHs added.

One potential drawback with DRP is that by subtracting TCHs
from the system, it is possible to increase call blocking because
of TCH exhaustion. In fact, the reclamation of TCHs for use as
SDCCHs increases the blocking probability for voice calls from
0.2% in the base scenario (45 TCHs, 12 SDCCHs) to 1.5% where
40 SDCCHs are available (a reduction to 40 TCHs). Section 5
offers additional insight into the tradeoffs inherent to this scheme.

4.3.3 Direct Channel Allocation
The ideal means of eliminating the competition for resources be-

tween call setup and SMS delivery would be through the separa-
tion of shared mechanisms. Specifically, delivering text messages
and incoming call requests over mutually exclusive sets of chan-
nels would prevent these flows from interfering with each other.
The challenge of implementing such a mechanism is to do so with-
out requiring significant restructuring of the network architecture.
As previously mentioned, such fundamental changes in network
operation are typically too expensive and time consuming to be
considered in the short term. While the SRP technique provides
a rudimentary separation, it is possible to further isolate these two
types of traffic.

As mentioned in the previous section, DRP is easily implementable
because the AGCH specifies the location of the SDCCH allocated
for a specific session. After call requests finish using their assigned
SDCCH, they are instructed to listen to a specific TCH. Because
the use of a TCH is the eventual goal of incoming voice calls, it
is therefore possible to shortcut the use of SDCCHs for call setup.
Incoming calls could therefore be directed to a TCH, leaving SDC-
CHs exclusively for the delivery of SMS messages. This technique,
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Figure 7: The simulated blocking probability for a sector im-
plementing WFQ. Notice that voice calls are unaffected by the
attack, whereas the majority of text messages are dropped.

which we refer to as Direct Channel Allocation (DCA), removes
the shared SDCCH channels as the system bottleneck.

Calculating blocking probabilities for a system implementing
DCA is a simple matter of analyzing SDCCH and TCH block-
ing for the two independent flows. For 165 msgs/sec, text mes-
sages have a calculated blocking probability of approximately 20%.
This value increases to 68% as the attack intensity increases to
495 msgs/sec. Voice calls, at an average rate of 50, 000 calls/hour,
have a blocking probability of 0.2%. Note that because the shared
bottleneck has been removed, it becomes extremely difficult for
targeted text messaging attacks to have any effect on voice com-
munications. In Section 5, we will highlight these new potential
points of contention.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to characterize each of our proposed mitigation tech-

niques, we simulate attacks against networks with the parameters
of Tables 1 and 2 unless otherwise noted. The RACH parameters
used optimal settings [20], and we recorded no blocking occurred
due to RACH or SS7 signaling link overload during any simula-
tions.

5.1 Queue Management Strategies
In the following two subsections we present our simulation re-

sults for WFQ and WRED. For both solutions, we maintain queues
of size 6 and 12 for call requests and SMS messages, respectively.
We experimented with several values of queue size and found these
to provide a good balance between additional latency and robust-
ness. Note that because the arrival rate of SMS messages is greater
than the processing rate (" > 1), no finite queue can prevent drop-
ping.

5.1.1 Weighted Fair Queueing
Buffering alone is not sufficient to protect against congestion [26,

17]. We apply WFQ with a weight of 2 for calls and 1 for SMS
messages to ensure voice calls receive a suitable amount of SD-
CCH bandwidth.

Figure 7 illustrates the resulting blocking for a sector implement-
ing WFQ. The preferential treatment of voice traffic eliminates the
blocking previously seen in an unprotected system. Incoming text
messages, however, continue to experience roughly the same block-
ing (72%) observed by all traffic in the base attack scenario. As is
shown in Figure 8, the queue itself does nothing to prevent conges-
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Figure 8: The simulated utilization for a sector implementing
WFQ. Notice that TCH utilization remains constant through-
out the attack.
tion. Total queue utilization is 65%. As two-thirds of the queue
space is available to text messaging, this represents a near total av-
erage occupancy of the SMS queue and a virtually unused voice
traffic queue. Such an observation confirms our analytical results.
This figure also demonstrates the ability to protect voice services,
as TCH utilization is not lowered during the attack.

The advantage to implementing the WFQ mechanism is not only
its relative simplicity, but also its effectiveness in preventing degra-
dation of voice services during targeted SMS attacks. Unfortu-
nately, the granularity for prioritizing text messages is insufficient
to provide adequate service to those users relying upon text mes-
saging as their dominant means of communication. While this can
be done by adding one queue per SMS class, this solution will re-
sult in inefficient memory use and complexity. We discuss means
of adding such granularity through the use of WRED.

5.1.2 Weighted Random Early Detection
The use of a prioritized dropping policy allows a system to of-

fer similar prioritization to WFQ while maintaining only a sin-
gle queue. In our implementation of WRED, we maintain one
queue for voice requests (size of 6) and one queue for SMS mes-
sages (size 12) and apply WRED to the SMS queue. We differen-
tiate the SMS traffic by setting different thresholds for each class.
We assume that SMS traffic is marked upstream as having high,
medium, or low priority. We assign the thresholds as (thigh,max =
thigh,min = 12), medium (tmed,max = 10, tmed,min = 6) and
low (tlow,max = 4, tlow,min = 0) priority. These priorities corre-
spond directly to emergency priority users, network customers and
Internet-originated messages, respectively. Qavg is maintained as
a simple weighted average with a weight of 0.8 on the most recent
sample.

Figure 9 gives the blocking for each of the three priorities of text
messages. Because voice calls never block in these simulations, we
omit them from this graph. Both high and medium priority flows
also do not experience blocking throughout the simulations. The
blocking of Internet-originated messages averages 77%, approxi-
mately the same blocking probability experienced by all incoming
messages in the base attack scenarios. Service queue utilization,
shown in Figure 10, is 20%. With a total queue capacity of 18,
this corresponds to an average occupancy of 3.88 messages. Also
notice that the TCH occupancy is maintained throughout the attack.

The parameters used in this simulation are the same as those in
Section 4. We set the medium priority thresholds to allow some
loss at very high loads to protect the high priority traffic under ex-
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Figure 9: The simulated blocking probability for a sector im-
plementing WRED. Unlike WFQ, only Internet-originated text
messages are dropped at an elevated frequency.

treme circumstances, but because our average queue occupancy is
about 3.9, no dropping of medium priority messages occurs. This
matches well with our analytical results.

Systems implementing WRED not only match the elimination
of voice call blocking seen through the use of WFQ, but also of-
fer significantly improved performance in terms of message deliv-
ery. Implementing this solution, however, faces its own challenges.
The authentication of high priority messages, for example, would
require the use of additional infrastructure. High priority messages
originating outside the network, such as emergency messages dis-
tributed by a city, may require the use of a dedicated line and/or
the use of a public key infrastructure (PKI) for authentication. Be-
cause of historical difficulties effectively achieving the latter [11],
implementing such a system may prove difficult. Even with such
protections, this mechanism fails to protect the system against in-
sider attacks. If the machine responsible for sending high priority
messages into the network or user phones are compromised by mal-
ware, systems implementing WRED lose their messaging perfor-
mance improvements over the WFQ solution. Note that networks
not bounding priority to specific geographic regions can potentially
be attacked through any compromised high priority device.

5.2 Air Interface Strategies
5.2.1 Strict Resource Provisioning

Before characterizing the SRP technique, careful consideration
was given to the selection of operating parameters. Because many
MSCs are capable of processing up to 500K calls/hour, we engi-
neer our solution to be robust to large spikes in traffic. We therefore
allow SMS traffic to use 6 of the 12 total SDCCHs, which yields
a blocking probability of 1% of voice calls by the SDCCH when
voice traffic requests reach 250, 000 calls/hour. (Note that calls
would experience an average blocking probability of 71% due to a
lack of TCHs with requests at this intensity.) Because these net-
works are designed to operate dependably during elevated traffic
conditions, we believe that the above settings are realistic.

The blocking probabilities for SMS and voice flows in a sector
implementing SRP are shown in Figure 11. Because SRP prevents
text messages from competing for all possible SDCCHs, voice calls
experience no blocking on the SDCCHs throughout the duration of
the attack. Text messages, however, are blocked at a rate of 83%.
Channel utilization, illustrated in Figure 12, gives additional in-
sight into network conditions. Because calling behavior remains
the same during the attack, the resources allocated by the network
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Figure 10: The simulated utilization for a sector implementing
WRED. Notice that the queue occupancy stays low due to the
decreased priority of Internet-originated messages.

are more than sufficient to provide voice service to users. By de-
sign, SDCCH utilization plateaus well below full capacity. While
the SDCCHs used by text messages have an average utilization of
97%, the SDCCHs used by incoming voice calls average a utiliza-
tion of 6.3%. This under-use of resources represents a potential loss
of utility as the majority of text messages (legitimate or otherwise)
go undelivered.

The difficulty with this solution is correct parameter setting. While
theoretical results indicate that allocating 10 SDCCHs only increases
call blocking to 1%, voice traffic volumes fluctuate throughout the
day. Provisioning resources in a static fashion must account for
worst-case scenarios and therefore leads to conservative settings.
While protecting the network from an attack, such a mechanism
may actually hinder the efficiency of normal operation. When traf-
fic channels are naturally saturated, as may be common during an
emergency, such hard limits actually prevent users from communi-
cating. Determining the correct balance between insulation from
attacks and resource utilization becomes non-trivial. Accordingly,
we look to our other techniques for more complete solutions.

Although it is possible to reclaim any number of TCHs for use
as SDCCHs under the DRP mechanism, we limited the candidate
number of channels for this conversion to two. In these exper-
iments, a single TCH was repurposed into 8 SDCCHs every 10
minutes during the attack. This separation was designed to allow
the network to return to steady state between channel allocations.
While converting only two channels is not enough to completely
eliminate attacks at high intensities, our goal is to understand the
behavior of this mechanism.

The blocking probabilities for SMS and voice flows in a sector
implementing the DRP technique are illustrated in Figure 13. As
TCHs are converted for use as SDCCHs, the blocking probabili-
ties for both incoming SMS and voice requests fall from 72% to
53% and eventually 35%. This represents a total reduction of the
blocking probability by approximately half. Call blocking due to
TCH exhaustion was not observed despite the reduced number of
available TCHs. Figure 14 illustrates a gradual return towards pre-
attack TCH utilization levels as additional SDCCHs are allocated.
The effects of the reprovisioning are also obvious for SDCCH uti-
lization. The downward spikes represent the sudden influx of ad-
ditional, temporarily unused channels. While SDCCH utilization
quickly returns to nearly identical levels after each reallocation,
more voice calls can be completed due to a decrease probability
of the attack holding all SDCCHs at any given time.
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Figure 11: Blocking for a sector implementing SRP
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Figure 12: Channel utilization under SRP

As was a problem for SRP, determining the correct parameters
for DRP is a difficult undertaking. The selection of two TCHs for
conversion to SDCCHs illustrates the utility of this mechanism, but
is not sufficient for real settings. To reduce the blocking probabil-
ity on SDCCHs below the values observed for TCHs, a total of 48
SDCCHs would have to be made available. This leaves 39 TCHs,
which results in a call blocking probability of 2.1% due to TCH
exhaustion. Elevations in the volume of voice calls would likely
require the release of some number of reclaimed TCHs to be repur-
posed to their original use.

The decision to convert channels is also non-trivial. Whereas the
decision to reallocate channels at specific times was decided stati-
cally in our simulation, dynamically determining these parameters
would prove significantly more challenging. Basing reclamation
decisions on small observation windows, while offering greater re-
sponsiveness, may result in decreased resource use due to thrash-
ing. If the observation window becomes too large, an attack may
end before appropriate action can be taken. As was observed for
SRP, the static allocation of additional SDCCHs faces similar in-
flexibility problems. Low resource utilization under normal operat-
ing conditions again represents a potential loss of opportunity and
revenue.

5.2.2 Direct Channel Allocation
To simulate the DCA mechanism, incoming voice calls skip di-

rectly from the RACH to the next available TCH. An average of
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Figure 13: Blocking for a sector implementing DRP
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Figure 14: Channel utilization under DRP

1.5 additional seconds was added to each incoming call duration to
account for the processing formerly occurring on an SDCCH. As
is shown in Figure 15, voice calls arriving in a sector implement-
ing the DCA scheme experience no additional blocking during a
targeted SMS attack. Figure 16 confirms the results in the previ-
ous figure by showing the constant TCH utilization throughout the
duration of the attack. No additional assistance is provided for the
delivery of text messages under DCA.

While removing the bottleneck on the shared path of SMS deliv-
ery and voice call setup, DCA potentially introduces new vulnera-
bilities into the network. One advantage of using SDCCHs to per-
form call establishment is that users are authenticated before they
are assigned TCHs. Under the DCA model, however, valuable traf-
fic channels can be occupied before users are ever authenticated.
Using a single phone planted in a targeted area, an attacker could
simply respond to all paging messages and then ignore all future
communications from the network. Because there are legitimate
reasons to wait tens of seconds for a phone to reply to a page, an at-
tacker could force the network to open and maintain state for multi-
ple connections that would eventually go unused. Note that because
paging for individual phones occurs over multiple sectors, a single
rogue phone could quickly create a black-hole effect. Such an at-
tack is very similar to the classic SYN attack observed throughout
the Internet. While seemingly the most complete, the potential for
additional damage made possible because of the DCA approach
should be carefully considered.
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Figure 15: Blocking for a sector implementing DCA
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Figure 16: Channel utilization under DCA

5.3 Combining Mechanisms
There is no “silver-bullet” for maintaining a high quality of ser-

vice for both text messaging and voice calls during a targeted SMS
attack. As the above techniques demonstrate, each potential solu-
tion has its own weaknesses. The combination of such solutions,
however, offers techniques robust to a wider array of threats. We
examine two examples in which the fusion of mechanisms provides
additional protections.

While directly addressing the bandwidth issue that makes tar-
geted SMS attacks possible, the DRP technique lacks granularity to
separate incoming voice and SMS requests. WRED, on the other
hand, provides such traffic classification but is unable to react to
attacks originating from trusted sources. To illustrate the benefits
of layering these techniques, we increase the volume of legitimate
traffic to 2 msgs/sec, with 90% of that traffic being medium pri-
ority and the remaining 10% split equally between high and low
priority flows. Such an increase would be representative of the
elevated volumes of messages sent from crowded events such as
concerts or public celebrations such as New Year’s Eve gather-
ings. Figure 17 shows the result of the combination of the two
techniques during an attack. Because of the naturally increased
volume of legitimate traffic, subscriber-to-subscriber traffic expe-
riences approximately 5% blocking in a sector only implementing
WRED. As DRP activates and adds additional SDCCHs, only the
attack traffic is dropped.

Another potentially beneficial combination is SRP and DRP. Given
high volumes of voice traffic, a provider may not be able to repur-
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Figure 17: Blocking for a sector implementing bothWRED and
DRP.
pose enough SDCCHs to eliminate the effects of a targeted text
messaging attack. Instead, a subset of the total channels could be
reserved for voice requests. In so doing, voice blocking due to tar-
geted text messaging attacks could be eliminated. All additional
channels could be added to reduce blocking for text messages.

While no examples were uncovered during the course of this re-
search, the combination of mitigation techniques should also be
carefully considered. This fusion may lead to the creation of new
or magnification of previously mentioned vulnerabilities. Accord-
ingly, additional testing should be conducted before such integra-
tion could occur.

6. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the feasibility of targeted text messag-

ing attacks and considered measures to combat them. Our analysis
shows that adversaries with limited resources can cause call block-
ing probabilities to rise to as much as 70%, effectively incapacitat-
ing a cellular network. Such vulnerabilities needn’t be fatal. Our
proposed countermeasures can mitigate or eliminate these attacks
simply by changing the way in which call and SMS requests are
handled.

The attacks discussed throughout are representative of growing
and increasingly problematic class of vulnerabilities. The connec-
tivity between the Internet and traditional voice networks intro-
duces new avenues for exploit: once confined to exploiting only
inert hosts, remote adversaries can debilitate the services we de-
pend on to carry on our daily lives. In a broader sense, the ability
to control the physical world via the Internet is inherently danger-
ous, and more so when the affected components are part of critical
infrastructure. This work provides some preliminary solutions and
analysis for these vulnerabilities. Essential future work will seek
more general solutions that address these vulnerabilities in current
and next generation networks.
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APPENDIX
While analytics easily characterize simplistic network loads, it is difficult
to analyze multi-faceted input flows. To more fully characterize targeted
SMS attacks and mitigation techniques, we developed an extensible, de-
tailed GSM simulator. A number of simulation environments, including
OPNET and NS2, were considered. The GSM air interface modules for
both OPNET and NS2 focus on mobility management and did not contain
support for SMS. More importantly, neither design was amenable to mod-
eling potential countermeasures. Commercial GSM simulators were also
considered, but were highly complex, specialized, and cost prohibitive.

The core simulator is over 5,000 lines of C with supplement scripts writ-
ten in various languages. In total, the project contains over 8,000 lines of
code. All code was written with flexibility of configuration and extensibility
in mind. Figure 18 depicts our simulator architecture. Solid lines indicate
voice and SMS message flow; dashed lines indicate reporting of events,
including creation, stage entrance, blocking, and completion. Simulation
begins in the Message Generation stage, where messages are randomly cre-
ated using a Mersenne Twister Pseudo Random Number Generator [15].
Message generation can follow Poisson, uniform, or bursty arrival patterns.
After creation, messages proceed to the RACH stage, which strictly follows
3GPP TS 04.18 [3] and is tunable using the max retrans and tx integer vari-
ables. The Service Queue Manager stage assigns messages to an SDCCH.
If desired, a pluggable Service Queue Module can be defined using stan-
dard interface callback functions. If possible, the Service Queue Manager
assigns a message to an SDCCH. Rather than simulating exact communica-
tion and compensating for retransmission, messages are held in the SDCCH
stage for an exponential mean service time corresponding to message type.
For accuracy, each SDCCH services messages by decreasing counters only
during frames defined in 3GPP TS 05.01 [4]. When counters reach zero,
SMS messages complete and voice messages attempt to acquire a TCH.
Like the SDCCH stage, the TCH stage uses an exponential mean hold time
to simulate channel occupancy. TCHs service messages during every frame,
and when the hold time counter reaches zero, the call is complete, and the
TCH is released.

The accuracy of the simulator was verified by running simple base sce-
narios and comparing blocking and utilization to values obtained using
equations 8 and 9. Base scenarios similar to those in the paper were cre-
ated: 12 SDCCHs, 45 TCHs, voice and SMS service times with exponential
means of 1.5 and 4.0 seconds respectively, voice holding time with expo-
nential mean of 120 seconds, voice call loads representing 25K, 50K, 75K,
and 100K calls per hour to Manhattan, and SMS messages loads of 1, 2,
and 3 messages per second to a sector. Voice and SMS loads were simu-
lated separately and the average blocking and utilization of 1,000 runs was
compiled. Both blocking and utilization are measured on a scale from 0 to
1.0. Statistical analysis showed that 95% of all samples fell within 0.006 of
the mean, with many close to 0.001. For example, SDCCH utilization for
the SMS load of 3 msgs/sec was 0.809609 ± 0.00133944. Compared to
calculated blocking and utilization, all simulated means deviated less than
20%, with all utilization means less than 2%. All but one simulated block-
ing mean was within 10% calculated values. The outlier was resulted from
simulating a very small blocking value and was off by !5 " 10!4 , which
therefore is acceptable.


